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Advances in Transfusion Safety. Volume 4. E. M. Dax, A.
Farrugia, G. N. Vyas (eds). Karger, Basel, 2007. 271 pp, price not
mentioned. ISBN 10:3–8055–8239–0.

This book is a distillation of
presentations made at the Fourth
International Association of
Biologicals Symposium on
‘Advances in transfusion safety’
held at Sydney, Australia in
October 2005.

About 200 experts in the field
of transfusion medicine
presented their work and
experience at the symposium.
The book gives an all-
encompassing view of advances
in transfusion practices in areas
such as establishment of
services, criteria for donor

selection, testing for markers of infection, safe testing, risk and
safety assessment, role of regulatory bodies, and the rational use
of blood and blood components. The authors aimed to provide a
concise summary of various advances in techniques and outcome
measures related to transfusion medicine.

With the inclusion of a variety of topical papers, this book
should appeal to postgraduates training in this area and would
be a useful addition to departmental libraries. This book would
also be useful for doctors, medical students, blood regulatory
authorities and technical staff of blood banks.

The book extensively covers the optimal use of blood and its
components, emerging infectious agents, role of newer techniques
in blood safety, geographical disparity of practices related to
blood donation and about harmonizing practices and products
related to transfusion practices.

There are chapters that cover the need for optimal use of blood
by clinicians using component therapy, emerging infectious agents
such as trypanosomiasis, babeosis, toxoplasmosis, West Nile
virus and human herpesvirus-8, besides HIV, and hepatitis B and
C viruses. The utilization of newer technologies for screening and
detecting multiple pathogens to make transfusion safer is also
adequately discussed.

Transfusions are associated with several risks. It has always
been a challenge to obtain accurate estimates of—and to
minimize—these risks. The section on the incidence rate–window
period (IR–WP) model for estimating risks of transfusion-
transmitted illnesses is very interesting. In addition to establishing
risk estimates, the estimates of test utility from IR–WP models
have been widely used in cost-effectiveness analyses to influence
policy debates over the merits of implementing nucleic acid
testing (NAT) screening, converting from mini-pool NAT (MP-
NAT) to individual donor NAT (ID-NAT) or introduction of
pathogen inactivation. In particular, transfusion-associated risks
for viral infections are difficult to estimate and quantify because
of the window period. This book discusses the evolving approaches
to address this problem.

The role of experimental animal models to quantify the infecting
potential of transmitting agents through blood has also been

covered. The authors cite a paper which has shown that the
haemoglobin level alone may not be the true criterion for regular
blood donors and ferritin should also be tested as the haemoglobin
levels in such donors may be falsely normal.

The authors have covered the role of regulatory bodies,
haemovigilance, storage and transport, and the prevailing laws
and policies across the Asia–Pacific region. How to overcome the
supply and need gap, how to make transfusions safer, and how
effective communication can make blood transfusion risks ‘socially
acceptable’ are some of the questions discussed in detail.

The flow of information is smooth, the ideas presented are
lucid, and the contents informative and elaborate. The use of
diagrams, bar charts and tables is appropriate and justifiable. The
book cover is pleasant.

The authors have strongly reiterated the fact that we are by no
means in a situation of giving zero risk blood, and that legal
implications are on the rise. The efforts of scientists globally are
directed towards advancements in testing techniques that serve
as tools for making blood transfusion more safe tomorrow than
it is today.

This outstanding book provides up-to-date information and
stimulates the reader to think. I enjoyed reading it and I am sure
many other readers will enjoy reading it too.

POONAM COSHIC
Blood Bank (Main Hospital)

All India Institute of Medical Sciences
New Delhi

Drug Hypersensitivity. Werner J. Pichler (ed). S. Karger AG,
Basel, 2007. 439 pp, US$ 249.25. ISBN 978–3–8055–8269–8.

This book is a treasure trove,
encom-passing topics on
epidemiology, molecular
mechanism, diagnosis
and management of drug
hyper-sensitivity.

Drug hypersensitivity is
not so uncommon, but is
mostly neglected. The authors
of various chapters have
painstakingly gathered
information on pertinent areas
and presented it in a language
that is not too technical,
making it acceptable for a
varied group of readers. Each

chapter is well referenced for researchers who would be interested
in further scrutinizing the available information.

With the introduction of newer drugs, drug hypersensitivity
has become an evolving subject. It is becoming all the more
important to look for this serious adverse effect as a component of
a periodic safety update report or pharmacovigilance. This has
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been aptly discussed in the chapter on ‘Nevirapine
hypersensitivity’.

The last two sections on ‘Diagnoses’ and ‘Desensitization’
deserve a special mention. These will be useful for clinicians to
effectively deal with this problem. ‘Non-clinical testing approaches
for drug development’ also merits special mention, as it will be
helpful in preclinical studies to foresee any such possibilities.
However, the book could have more illustrations to help in better
understanding of various complex cellular mechanisms of drug
hypersensitivity.

This book will be very useful for clinicians, pharmacologists
(drug development scientists) and toxicologists, apart from being
a source of information for postgraduates in these specialties. The
general appearance of the book is good and the typeface makes for
pleasant reading.

S. K. MAULIK
Department of Pharmacology

All India Institute of Medical Sciences
New Delhi

subirmaulik@yahoo.com

Gynecological Cytopathology—Cervix with clinical aspects
(second edition). Suresh Bhambhani. Mehta Publishers, New
Delhi, 2007. 194 pp, Rs 590. ISBN 81–88039–68–3.

Cervical cytopathology
constitutes an important
domain in any modern
laboratory providing cyto-
pathological services. The
second edition of this
book is a comprehensive
compilation that takes the
reader through various
theoretical and practical
aspects of evaluating cervical
lesions. The topics range
from normal cytology and
histology to technical aspects
such as smear collection,
biopsy techniques and

laboratory procedures. Clinical aspects of cervical lesions such as
colposcopy, human papilloma virus (HPV) vaccines and
management algorithms have been discussed in adequate detail.
The Bethesda system of reporting cervical smears has been given
in sufficient depth.

The book has been organized in a logical manner which makes
for easy reading. The diagrammatic illustrations are explanatory.
There is an excellent balance between the text and photographs.
Numerous, coloured microphotographs depict almost all the lesions
that are mentioned in the text and include common as well as some
rare lesions. In fact, the wide spectrum of photographs makes this
an ‘atlas’ of cervical cytopathology. Although a detailed review
of literature must have been beyond the scope of this book, it
compensates by providing a list of updated references at the end
of each chapter. The book is appropriately indexed and all the
topics can be easily located. The text is easy to read and the quality

of coverage is consistent across topics. The text is especially
relevant to the Indian context where conventional cytology and
not liquid-based cytology forms the mainstay of preparation of a
cervical smear. The quality of paper, printing, binding and layout
make this book very convenient to handle and read. This very
reasonably priced book should be affordable for students.

The author has efficiently summarized theoretical and
morphological pearls which come through years of cervical smear
screening, teaching students and conducting research. The book is
certainly a ‘must have’ for practising pathologists and, in my
opinion, will be extremely useful for postgraduates in pathology
and gynaecology, and for cytoscreeners.

SANDEEP MATHUR
Department of Pathology

All India Institute of Medical Sciences
New Delhi

Genetics for Clinicians. Shubha R. Phadke. PRISM Books,
Bangalore, 2007. 321 pp, Rs 450. ISBN 81–7286–501–5.

This book aims at teaching
basic clinical genetics to
clinicians. ‘Genetics’ has been
quite unpopular among
clinicians and unfortunately
has not found adequate
importance in our medical
curriculum. In the present era,
knowledge of genetics has
become integral to patient care
in most disciplines as its scope
has widened tremendously.

The book beautifully covers
all the important areas in
genetics which clinicians
encounter in day-to-day

clinical practice. The language is simple and a few chapters are
devoted to the basic principles of genetics, including molecular
genetics, which is a must to understand and apply this knowledge
to clinical practice. The clinical topics included are very relevant
for clinicians in almost all disciplines, e.g. chromosomal disorders,
mental retardation, congenital malformations, cancer genetics,
genetic susceptibility, genetic counselling and prenatal diagnosis.

The coverage of all the chapters is comprehensive but not too
detailed and only issues relevant for clinicians have been included.
The author has tried to include most recent advances in diagnostics
and management to keep the readers updated. Such a simple and
concise book was needed for Indian clinicians and I am sure
readers will find that all their ‘fears’ about genetics being difficult
and uninteresting will be allayed. I recommend this book for all
undergraduates, postgraduates, physicians, paediatricians,
obstetricians and practitioners in related fields.

MADHULIKA KABRA
Genetics Unit, Department of Pediatrics

All India Institute of Medical Sciences
New Delhi

mkabra_aiims@yahoo.co.in
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Models of Exacerbations in Asthma and COPD. Contributions
to Microbiology, Volume 14. Ulf Sjöbring, John D. Taylor (eds).
S. Karger, AG, Basel, 2007. 145 pp, CHF 145. ISBN 978–8055–
8332–9.

General physicians and
pulmonologists are all too
familiar with obstructive
airway disorders such as
bronchial asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD). The two diseases are
responsible for substantial
morbidity and utilization
of healthcare resources,
especially during the periods
when these diseases tend to
exacerbate. While a lot is
known about the patho-genesis
and management of patients
in the stable state, relatively
little is known about the factors

and mechanisms responsible for acute exacerbations. A better
understanding of these processes will result in data that can be
used to reduce the frequency and severity of exacerbations, and
improved patient management during these episodes. Such an
objective requires a coordinated effort by clinicians and basic
scientists.

The current volume of the series ‘Contributions to microbiology’
aims to provide an overview of models of exacerbation of both
bronchial asthma and COPD. This volume focuses on experimental
systems that mimic pathobiological processes likely to have a
major role in exacerbations of both these conditions. The editors
have compiled a series of reviews that describe cutting-edge
research in this area. Eminent researchers share their experience
and provide insights into the mechanisms leading to exacerbations
of asthma and COPD. The book begins with an introductory
chapter that describes the basic definitions, epidemiology and
clinical features of exacerbations of asthma and COPD, and
provides a comprehensive summary of recent guidelines and other
data in this context that should be useful to clinicians and researchers
alike. The remaining chapters are organized into 4 sections
dealing with human and animal models of exacerbation of asthma
and COPD. Each section has 2–3 chapters that provide detailed
information on specific experimental models. It is heartening to
note that the relationship between animal and human models, so
vital to gain an insight into pathophysiological mechanisms and
potential clinical applications, has been given its due importance.
The organization of the book is appealing and provides up-to-date
reference material in an easily searchable form.

Both human and animal models for rhinovirus infection, as
well as animal models for respiratory syncitial virus infection,
have been discussed in relation to asthma. These are the key
infective triggers that lead to exacerbation of asthma, and supporting
experimental evidence for a causal and synergistic role of these
viruses has been provided. The chapter dealing with allergen
inhalation challenge is also clearly written, and beautifully
discusses the mediators and pathways resulting in early and late
responses to allergen challenge in asthmatics. There is also a
separate chapter on house dust mite, a common and pervasive
indoor aero-allergen, and its use in mouse models to explore
mechanisms underlying sensitization and inflammation.

Recently, there has been interest in the role of endotoxin, or
lipopolysaccharide (LPS), as a pro-inflammatory agent responsible
for the pathogenesis of COPD. Understandably, there is much
controversy on this subject. The use of inhaled LPS as a provocation
in healthy volunteers has been used to model COPD and its
exacerbations. The book explores the links between inhaled LPS
and COPD and, more importantly, provides a useful critique of
methodological details. Both animal and human models of infective
exacerbations of COPD have also been discussed. The chapter on
animal models of tobacco smoke-induced COPD appears a bit out
of place in the entire collection, since it has no focus on
exacerbations of COPD.

Overall, the book is well written and researched. The quality of
tables and figures is good, and although few in number, they
adequately explain the accompanying text. Although the book is
published as part of a series dealing mainly with microbiology, it
has a great deal of ‘non-microbiological’ information, and therefore
may not be all that appealing to the usual readership
(microbiologists) of this series. On the other hand, the wealth of
information provided in this book will serve the needs of researchers
in the field of asthma and COPD. However, the intricacies of the
experimental work are at places too complex for the average
clinician to understand. Nevertheless, the book meets its stated
aims and serves to stimulate and provoke thought in a research
area where much work is still needed.

DHEERAJ GUPTA
dheeraj@indiachest.org

ASHUTOSH N. AGGARWAL
ashutosh@indiachest.org

Department of Pulmonary Medicine
Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and Research

Chandigarh

The Body Hunters: Testing new drugs on the world’s poorest
patients. Sonia Shah. Pearson Longman, Delhi, 2007. 242 pp,
Rs 450. ISBN 1565849124.

Sonia Shah is an independent
journalist in America. Her
earlier book was entitled
Crude: The story of oil. Her
essays have been published in
diverse American journals. In
this book she focuses on the
manner in which the western
pharmaceutical industry—‘the
body hunters’ or Big Pharma—
conducts drug trials and uses
poor subjects in Third World
countries in preference to
subjects in their own countries.

David Cornwell—better
known as John Le Carré—
pronounces this book an act of
courage, explaining that Big

Pharma, with unlimited wealth, vast reach into politics, the media,
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the very heart of the medical profession and the bureaucracy can
and does make life hell for those who dare to fight its practices. He
should know. His book The constant gardener brought in its train
a host of experiences, not all pleasant. (See also pp 57–60 and pp
92–95 among others in this book.)

Ms Shah explains the factors that support the drive by Big
Pharma to use patients in poor countries: the need to generate huge
profits annually—these mandating speed and ever-lower costs;
the love displayed by Americans for newer and more potent drugs
without the willingness to serve as guinea pigs for them; the
desperation of large numbers of poor patients in African and other
countries; the need for money and equipment in hospitals chosen
for drug trials in poor countries. To these can be added the
mushrooming of companies specializing in clinical trials in India
and other such countries with big bucks as the driving force.

There are good reasons for Americans to refuse to serve as
subjects in clinical trials. The Tuskegee Syphilis Study (1970s)—
where a group of poor African–Americans infected with the
spirochaete causing syphilis was left untreated—and the trial of
the Salk polio vaccine (1954) where 220 children given the
vaccine actually developed polio are still fresh in their minds. (See
pp 63–67 for details on the Tuskegee study and the entire chapter
Uncaging the guinea pig for other gruesome unethical trials in
America and other western countries.)

Ms Shah describes the development of contract research
organizations (CROs). American Big Pharma grew increasingly
disenchanted with American academic medical institutions for
conducting their drug trials by the 1990s. Enter the CROs with
their promise to obtain results for Big Pharma on schedule or even
a little ahead of time, at lower cost by tapping medical institutes
in Eastern Europe, Latin America, Russia, India, South Africa and
other Asian and African countries where the sick are plentiful and
costs low. CROs have been able to enrol 3000 patients for an
experimental vaccine in 9 days and 1388 children in 12 days.

Big Pharma and CROs were quick to realize that in countries
where patients had no access to drugs, free drugs—no matter how
experimental—were gratefully accepted, no questions asked. As
Herbert Du Pont so effectively and concisely phrased it: ‘Anything
is fair game… They can only say yes’ (p. 28). Relocating huge
drug trial business to countries such as India and Poland has saved
Big Pharma millions of dollars each year.

Since the 1990s, CROs also ensure publication of favourable
results in prestigious medical journals while killing reports on
ineffective or toxic drugs.

A major section of the book deals with malpractices in the
treatment of AIDS.

Chapter 7, Outsourcing to India: The one billion body politic,
will be of special interest to readers here. Among other details, it
contains an analysis of the Xigris (Eli Lilly) trial at the Hinduja
Hospital in Mumbai and the company’s suppression of the
comparative benefits of low-cost and safer corticosteroids. In July
2004, a Lilly executive extolled Xigris as ‘the only drug available’
to treat patients with sepsis. A course of Xigris costs US$ 3000
even after the Government of India waived import duties on it.

In October 2004, in an unpublicized meeting in Seattle, it was
revealed that of the patients with sepsis who had been treated with
placebo, 17% died, of those receiving the drug, 18.5% died. In
patients who had recent surgery, Xigris provoked 20.4% deaths as
opposed to 16.4% on placebo.

Other chapters deal with the recalibration of codes on medical
ethics to its advantage by Big Pharma; the manner in which the
principle of informed consent is flouted or rendered valueless and

how deaths in subjects of clinical trials are often glossed over or
pushed under the carpet.

Ms Shah’s cautionary note—sounded in her preface itself—
has come not a moment too soon. ‘As clinical trials become an
ever-larger cash cow for strapped hospitals and clinics (in poor
countries), a large portion of scarce resources gets diverted away
from providing care... Nurses, doctors and other clinicians already
overwhelmed with needy patients find themselves with even less
time for healing when institutional priorities shift from treating
the ill to experimenting upon them for drug companies.’ Shoddy
or non-existing supervision, a disdain for ethical niceties and
dazed, unquestioning, extremely poor patients worsen the situation.
New drugs are advocated where clean water and safe food are hard
to come by. As can be expected, maximum attention is paid by Big
Pharma to drugs that appeal to those with big bucks—sildenafil
being an excellent example. Indeed, drugs needed only by the
poor have been aptly termed ‘orphan drugs’ for obvious reasons.

Ms Shah also discusses effectively many other issues such as
the pros and cons of the use of placebo in clinical trials, using the
study of nitazoxanide against Cryptosporidium in patients with
AIDS as one of the examples; the shady origins of companies such
as Eli Lilly and Merck (p. 37), the tragedies that led to the passage
of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (1938) and the requirement
of toxicity tests for new drugs in America; the thalidomide
disaster (1960) where the drug was tried in pregnant women after
animal experiments with it resulted in 6 of 11 mice dying, 22 out
of 30 rats dying and a dog dying; the advent of ‘lifestyle’ and ‘life-
enhancing’ drugs that have raked in billions of dollars for Big
Pharma; the unpublicized drawbacks of Physicians’ Desk Reference
funded by drug companies and massive spending by drug
companies on ‘academic medical research’. (‘The drug industry,
by 1955, was spending nearly 40% more than the government did
on medical research.’)

Many statements made by Ms Shah will jolt the reader. Here
are some examples: ‘…The harm considered tolerable for
experimental subjects varies, depending in part on where in the
world the subjects live’ (p. 19). ‘The [drug] industry has never
been reined in coherently by law or incentives to produce the
medicines we need most, at prices we can afford, and in recent
years, many of our most stringent regulations and oversight
mechanisms ensuring safety and efficacy have deteriorated in the
shadow of an ever-growing pharma monolith’ (p. 37). If drug
makers vanquished sickness with curative drugs, ‘they’d have to
make do with markets with minimal buying power… A more
lucrative approach… would be to encourage wealthier, healthier
customers to pop pills… As the old pharma saying went,
“While it’s good to have a pill that cures the disease, it’s better to
have a pill you have to take every day” ’ (p. 44). ‘Drug company
dollars have penetrated nearly every corner of medicine from
medical school to hospital corridors and continuing medical
education courses, where they bombard physicians with
positive information about new drugs, free samples and luxurious
perks for the biggest prescribers’ (p. 55). ‘Today, when elderly
patients are rushed to the emergency room (in America), it is 50%
more likely that their problem stems from taking too many drugs
rather than from not taking enough. Approved drugs kill over
100 000 Americans every year.’ ‘It [the Nuremberg Code] was a
good code for barbarians but an unnecessary code for ordinary
physicians’—a statement by a professor in Yale University
(p. 71). ‘Drug companies were (initially) reluctant to develop
drugs for the deadly infection [HIV] because they felt the target
market would be too small’ (p. 78). Later, aware that they could
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capitalize on it, a drug company marketed Retrovir—the first drug
against HIV. ‘The drug’s manufacturer decided to charge poorly
insured and dying AIDS patients $ 8000 for a year’s worth of
treatment… making AZT its largest contributor to revenue and
earnings. By 1994 Retrovir was bringing in over $ 300 million a
year’ (p. 79).

All these—and, indeed, most important statements—are backed
up by end-notes and references. I specially commend the last
chapter for your consideration.

I cannot improve upon Mr Le Carré’s summing up on this
book: ‘Using clear, accessible language and carefully annotated

case histories, Sonia Shah has struck a blow for all who dream of
harnessing the huge power for good that is invested in the
pharmaceutical industry, of seeing its products made available to
those who most need them, and of curtailing the greed that drives
its worst practices.’

SUNIL PANDYA
Department of Neurosurgery

Jaslok Hospital
Mumbai

Maharashtra
shunil3@gmail.com

Letter from North America

PAY FOR PERFORMANCE (P4P)
Can physicians’ performance be measured? Can they be paid for
the quality of service rather than quantity? Healthcare reforms in
the USA are heading in the direction where healthcare personnel
and hospitals are monitored and paid based on performance.

American healthcare spending is projected to rise from its
present US$ 1.8 trillion to US$ 3 trillion by 2040. By percentage
of gross domestic product (GDP) it is expected to rise from 15%
to 25% in the next 3 decades. Medicare, the healthcare programme
for retirees, and Medicaid, which provides basic services for the
poor, already account for one-fifth of the Federal budget, and their
share is expected to double in a generation. Critics argue that these
increased costs are ‘worth’ it. For example, a 45-year-old American
is expected to spend US$ 30 000 over the course of his life on all
forms of cardiac care and, with that alone, he could expect to live
three years longer. That works out to US$ 10 000 a year of added
life (air bags cost US$ 100 000 per year of life saved). In spite of
such high expenditure on healthcare, the ranks of the uninsured
have surged from 35 million people to 45 million. There are also
serious gaps in the quality of care, a point of debate in the
presidential elections. Curbing such growth and at the same time
providing universal healthcare coverage has been the dream of
every presidential candidate. The Clinton team in the 1990s
proposed to pay for universal coverage by limiting increases in
spending. Managed care by HMOs (health maintenance
organizations) attempted to contain costs. Limiting spending also
meant limiting service. It succeeded for a while, until it became
clear that Americans did not want HMOs to limit their choices any
more than they wanted the government to.

As it becomes clear that healthcare costs are rising rapidly and
inequality in delivery is resulting in deep dissatisfaction, new
measures are being proposed to improve healthcare delivery.
Healthcare activists are proposing a reward system based on
performance. Rather than pay less, they propose to pay more
wisely—to encourage healthcare providers to do more of what
they should and less of what is wasteful. Insurers, both public and
private, are encouraging methods to redesign the way doctors
and hospitals are compensated, to give them an incentive to
compete on quality.

America’s current fee-for-service system does not require
doctors to measure. It rewards them for each instance of delivered
‘care/service’. This may not necessarily result in ‘good health’,
especially for chronic patients, whose well-being depends on a
long term regimen of care. The new system P4P proposes an
incentive-based system to pay physicians. In the late 1990s,
HealthPartners, a not-for-profit health plan in Minneapolis, first
started experimenting with 630 000 members and instituted a
bonus system to providers. It paid doctors extra if their patients
with diabetes had blood sugar and cholesterol below certain
levels, ceased smoking and took aspirin daily. In 1996, 5% of
patients met all criteria. By 2003, 17% did. In 2003, the plan
awarded US$ 9 million to doctors on merit. It cost US$ 330 a
patient and was expected to save roughly US$ 30 000 over each
patient’s life. Kaiser Permanente, the huge health plan based in
California, pays its doctors a fixed salary regardless of how much
(or little) they do. Its doctors also receive a bonus tied to measures
of performance. General Electric (GE) has been paying more than
US$ 2 billion a year in health coverage without regard to the
quality of care. In 2000, GE began a programme to reward doctors
in certain cities on the basis of quality. Specifically, the company
split with doctors the savings from better care of diabetes and heart
disease. According to GE, the average cost of caring for diabetics
who are properly treated drops by US$ 350 a year, even before
factoring in the cost of the long term complications of leaving the
disease untreated. GE is now investing in a new measure—to
encourage electronic medical record (EMR), something President
Bush has been pushing the health industry to invest in. In addition
to saving considerable administrative expense and improving
quality, EMR is expected to decrease prescription errors, speed
paperwork and make a patient’s medical history portable.
However, the big spin-off from EMR is what information
technology could do for the doctor’s understanding of his own
performance.

For example, most doctors’ offices have no idea, say, what the
average blood pressure is of their patients being treated for heart
disease. In fact, most clinics could not tell you how many heart
patients they have or how many have been prescribed a particular
drug. Proponents of EMR and P4P envision a medical world in
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